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What do editors do?
I Editor has an initial skim read; decides whether to send paper to
referees or screen/desk reject
I screen reject is efficient and saves you wasting time
I if you don’t ever get screen rejected you’re probably not aiming
high enough

I What criteria will the Editor use?
I Importance of research question
I who will want to read it? how does that compare to the readership
of the journal?

I Clear presentation, well organised
I is it easy to read and understand?

I Novelty of your contribution

What do editors do?

I If paper sent to reviewers
I sent to between 1-4 referees, their expertise will depend on the
journal, the Editor, how you’ve positioned the paper

I Referees take between 1-6 months to return review; Editor takes
between 1-5 months to reach a decision:
I reject
I revise and resubmit
I accept or accept with revisions

How to respond to an editor if they offer R&R
I Read through referee reports
I put them down and walk away for a day or two (or longer) before
you do anything

I Go through all comments
I make a plan for how to respond
I consider which are most important and spend most time on them
I pay particular attention to the Editor’s letter

I Draft a detailed response
I respond to each individual point, lay out your response clearly

I Never (or very rarely) complain to the Editor

How to be a good referee
I You should should write referee reports if you can get it done in
time and do it (reasonably) well
I it is a contribution to the public good
I editors notice good (and bad) referee reports
I you usually learn from the process of writing a referee report and
it helps make your papers better

I What to do when you get a request
I scan the paper; read the abstract, introduction, conclusion
I respond immediately saying you can not do a report if: you have
a conflict of interest, you do not feel competent, you know you will
be too busy to deliver
I if you decline suggest alternative referees if you can

How to be a good referee
I You need to take a view on
I does the paper address an interesting question?
I does it make an important contribution to the literature?
I is the analysis well executed? are there any mistakes?
I is the paper well written? is it easy to read and understand?

I Your job is to advise the editor
I make a clear recommendation, but it is the editor’s decision
whether to publish
I if you think the paper is clearly not acceptable then write a short
report quickly stating why (it does not have to be comprehensive),
the editor and authors will appreciate the quick response

I Your reports for the authors should be constructive
I judge the paper on its merits, don’t rewrite the paper according to
your tastes, it is the authors’ paper, not yours

Referee recommendations
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